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                                    Tour in Atacama

                                    La Paz to Santiago via Uyuni

                                    (21 Days)

                                    Blackout: 25 Dec- 25 Jan // 25 may – 25 Jul (Due to rain and snow season, the road between Salta and San Pedro can be closed in January, some days in June and July)
Departures:  Can not begin the trip arriving to La Paz on WEDNESDAYS.
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                                    Tour in Atacama

                                    Northern Chile and Uyuni, ends in La Paz

                                    (12 Days)
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                                    Tour in Angra dos Reis

                                    Buenos Aires to Rio with Paraty and Ilha Grande

                                    (17 Days)

                                    Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro are two jewels of South America. Many travelers end or finish their trip in one of these cities so it is a great idea to combine both! Plus, between the two you can visit the wonderful Iguazu Falls, a natural gift that displays the energy of thousands of litters of tropical water falling down the black stones of a 70 meters cliff, surrounded by an evergreen rainforest.  In this tour you have a summary of south America: tropical rainforest, Brazilian rhythm, Argentine passion, the beautiful falls and the stunning landscape of Rio de Janeiro´s Green Coast (Paraty and Ilha Grande)
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                            Tour in Puerto Natales

                            W-Trek in Torres del Paine Standard- Self Guided( 6N)

                            Puerto Natales, Torres del Paine.

                            orres del Paine is without any doubt one of the most beautiful places in South America. And if you like mountain activities like nice and long hikes, it is just perfect! In only one place you can enjoy stunning landscapes of massive rocky peaks, beautiful turquoise lakes, mysterious Nothofagus forests, patches of ice in the higher grounds and an imposing glacier in the end of the trip. But it is not just that. The park is organized in a way you will be able to enjoy 5 to 8 hours trek careless because you will have your warm meals and your bed or sleeping bag prepared at the end of the day. The W Trek program gives you all the meals you need and perfect places to stay to avoid carrying food and heavy equipment with you on your way. This trek has to be in your bucket list, it is just a matter of when you decide to come! 
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                            Tour in Puerto Natales

                            W-Trek in Torres del Paine Express (4 Days / 3 Nights)

                            Puerto Natales, Torres del Paine.

                            Torres del Paine is without any doubt one of the most beautiful places in South America. And if you like mountain activities like nice and long hikes, it is just perfect! In only one place you can enjoy stunning landscapes of massive rocky peaks, beautiful turquoise lakes, mysterious Nothofagus forests, patches of ice in the higher grounds and an imposing glacier in the end of the trip. But it is not just that. The park is organized in a way you will be able to enjoy 5 to 8 hours trek careless because you will have your warm meals and your bed or sleeping bag prepared at the end of the day. The W Trek program gives you all the meals you need and perfect places to stay to avoid carrying food and heavy equipment with you on your way. This trek has to be in your bucket list, it is just a matter of when you decide to come! This particular version of 3 nights of the W is for those people who are short of time and fit and still want to do it.
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                            Tour in Puerto Natales

                            W-Trek in Torres del Paine Standard (5 Days / 4 Nights)

                            Puerto Natales, Torres del Paine.

                            Torres del Paine is without any doubt one of the most beautiful places in South America. And if you like mountain activities like nice and long hikes, it is just perfect! In only one place you can enjoy stunning landscapes of massive rocky peaks, beautiful turquoise lakes, mysterious Nothofagus forests, patches of ice in the higher grounds and an imposing glacier in the end of the trip. But it is not just that. The park is organized in a way you will be able to enjoy 5 to 8 hours trek careless because you will have your warm meals and your bed or sleeping bag prepared at the end of the day. The W Trek program gives you all the meals you need and perfect places to stay to avoid carrying food and heavy equipment with you on your way. This trek has to be in your bucket list, it is just a matter of when you decide to come!
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                            Tour in Puerto Natales

                            W-Trek Standard + Puerto Natales 

                            6 Nights / 7 Days

                            Torres del Paine is without any doubt one of the most beautiful places in South America. And if you like mountain activities like nice and long hikes, it is just perfect! In only one place you can enjoy stunning landscapes of massive rocky peaks, beautiful turquoise lakes, mysterious Nothofagus forests, patches of ice in the higher grounds and an imposing glacier in the end of the trip. But it is not just that. The park is organized in a way you will be able to enjoy 5 to 8 hours trek careless because you will have your warm meals and your bed or sleeping bag prepared at the end of the day. The W Trek program gives you all the meals you need and perfect places to stay to avoid carrying food and heavy equipment with you on your way. This trek has to be in your bucket list, it is just a matter of when you decide to come!
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                                6 nights pensión completa
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USD 1.361
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                            Tour in Torres del Paine

                            W-trek Express + Puerto Natales

                            5 Nights / 6 Days

                            Torres del Paine is without any doubt one of the most beautiful places in South America. And if you like mountain activities like nice and long hikes, it is just perfect! In only one place you can enjoy stunning landscapes of massive rocky peaks, beautiful turquoise lakes, mysterious Nothofagus forests, patches of ice in the higher grounds and an imposing glacier in the end of the trip. But it is not just that. The park is organized in a way you will be able to enjoy 5 to 8 hours trek careless because you will have your warm meals and your bed or sleeping bag prepared at the end of the day. The W Trek program gives you all the meals you need and perfect places to stay to avoid carrying food and heavy equipment with you on your way. This trek has to be in your bucket list, it is just a matter of when you decide to come!  This particular version of 3 nights of the W is for those people who are short of time and fit and still want to do it.
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USD 1.361
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                            Tour in Pucon

                            Pucon, Lakes and Adventure

                            4 Days
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USD 141
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                            Tour in Torres del Paine

                            W-Trek Express

                            3 Nights / 4 Days

                            Torres del Paine is without any doubt one of the most beautiful places in South America. And if you like mountain activities like nice and long hikes, it is just perfect! In only one place you can enjoy stunning landscapes of massive rocky peaks, beautiful turquoise lakes, mysterious Nothofagus forests, patches of ice in the higher grounds and an imposing glacier in the end of the trip. But it is not just that. The park is organized in a way you will be able to enjoy 5 to 8 hours trek careless because you will have your warm meals and your bed or sleeping bag prepared at the end of the day. The W Trek program gives you all the meals you need and perfect places to stay to avoid carrying food and heavy equipment with you on your way. This trek has to be in your bucket list, it is just a matter of when you decide to come!  This particular version of 3 nights of the W is for those people who are short of time and fit and still want to do it.
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